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The result of these deliberations? Jobs
standards of

could be >

• * •

We await a response with.interest, and 
would welcome ideas from current and former 
employees as well as unions.

There are likely to be even fewer jobs in 
the Ministry of Defence in the next decade, what 
with the costs of new technology (and Trident) 
increasingly squeezing the budget. TANG would 
like to see Donnington and its Unions be in the 
forefront of develooing alternative jobs instead.

could be created rather than lost
living rather than standards of weapons 
enhanced.
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TANG thinks that the Trade Union reos from
Donnington could do well to consider a much more 
radical steo which has as good a chance as any of 
maintaining employment.

• • • •

^onnington employees are protesting about 
the orivatisation proposals for the Ordnance depots, 
saying that it could cost 400 jobs at COD.
wonders what Warren Hawks ley ’<? will say now after 
his earlier statements that Lonnington would be.at 
risk under a non-Tory government).

*

Namely this to establish a group of shop
stewards and others to consider, plan and demonstrate• L.

that the production of socially more useful goods
and services would be an attractive option both in 
terms of employment and profitability.

. • *

It will need imagination, ideas 
But to secure jobs one needs to do more 
protest : one needs to be creative.

*
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AWAT IN A BUNKER ...
Tune. Away In A Manger.

Away in a bunker dug deep underground
The bureacrats sleep is untroubled and sound.
They’ve lots of provisions to last for a year
So down in the bunker what have they to fear ?

No cattle are lowing, no baby awakes. 
They’ve all been destroyed by our rulers mistakes. 
They nuked all the Russians, so Russia nuked me, 
But down in the bunker It’s muffins for tea.

Be near me, dear Maggie, I ask you to stay 
As I vomit and bum and dehydrate away. .
Bless all of the public in thy tender care
And give us one thought from your bunker down there. 

............ I

Y “ • • r. •

Xanthes Mum.



— COPyDATE-----------------------
TOE DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT COPY OF CHAIN REACTION IS DEC
I7th. ALL CONTRIBUTIONS ARE WELCOME AND SHOULD BE SENT
TO MARK STOKES, 7,BURTON CLOSE, DAWLEY, TELFORD. TF4 2BX.
TEL SOI263.

• •

CAPENHURST SNOWBALL

The fourth Capenhurst Snowball at the British Nuclear 
Fuels plant took place on Saturday November 1st. 53 
people were arrested (3 were not charged) for cutting 
the perimeter fence. A large number of people took part 
in the march and in support of the cutters.

•

Nationally 407 people were arrested at 27 bases and 
nuclear installations. Over 500 actually cut the wire 
but some were not arrested.

The next Snowball at Capenhurst will be on the weekend of 
January 24th or 25th. A day school ‘to plan for January 
will take place at Bishop Lloyds Palace,Watergate St,



Middle.East

ive way t© prefit, that there will always>4

>1

President Reagan sends arms to Iran in the hope 
that that will predispose Lebanese Shia militiamen
t© release American hostages.

♦
A

*

Masses of blame redounds on Syria from the actions 
of the Hind*wi brothers, though tactlessly Chirac 
lets slip that French Intelligence thinks that they 
were being manipulated by Mossad (Israeli external 
intelligence.) -

o

Mossad to prove the length of its arm anyway naan
ages to induce a political refugee from Israel to 
return ("of his own free will” though contrary to 
his previous expressions of this.)

All the Media are careful net to mention that as 
the German Hindawi brother is confessing to a Gewnan 
bombing (laying blame on Syria) which Reagan had. • 
said (backed up by ”®ur own dear Margaret") that he 
had. proof was dene by Libyan agents, & which was 
the excuse for bombing Libya; Reagan’s excuse fur 
that raid is totally disproved.

hone of it adds up to a sane or coherent - even 
though evil - policy. The high moral ground that 
"statesmen" adopt when they are condemning "terrrr- 
ism" has always been markedly hypocritical. The 
bully yelling foul when the victim dares protect 
hin/her self; - & noone has ever doubted that prin
ciples
be an arms dealer ready to provide guns for any pur- 
p©se; however much the dealer may claim t© deplore 
that purpose. .

• •
*

«

We have Dr "Death" Owen’s word (News at One) - & 
o

he must be reckoned an expert on governmental
skullduggery - that Britain, France & Germany have 
all been selling Iran arms; despite their pledges 
not t© sell them to either side in the

*

war.
• •

The world speculates as t© whether the fear of
Iran manifest in the Gulf State and Saudi Arabia

4
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TANG makes no claim t© knew what is going on; but 
. we support n© military power, & we are net greatly 
auprised t© see a number of such powers behaving 
in ways that belie their own principles.

outweighs•their desire to see the market for oil 
stabilize; whether in consequence the USA will 
have alienated her wealthy Arab allies ®r.won their 
further sympathy
Shaik Yamani

o. S© soon after the sacking of
much could hang ®n that knife edge.

♦ ♦ O *

Iso speculates ©n what is happening
and how this ties in with the American 

’’Weighty” commentators who in October were
4

The world
within Iran,
sales.
painting Mentazeri (Khomeini’s heir designate) aa 
a moderate likely to be ousted, (his son in law is 
under arrest,) now depict him as a revolutionary 
fundamentalist who has resisted Khomain's deals 
with the U.S.Ao (Always a merit when a pundit 
contradicts her/himself, whatever happens(^he can 
then claim to be proved right))

a

Sir Robert Armstrong admits to econ
omizing .vith truth, - i.e. allowing a 
fa Ise.impression to be suggested, - as 
in the case of cash, monetarist govern 
ments appear positively niggardly »vith 
truth.

’’See how these armies mill and swarm
And troop and muster and assail;
God we could keep this planet warm
By friction, if the sun should fail.

- •

Love does not help to understand
The logic of a bursting shell.”

EDNA ST. VINCENT MILLAY
Huntsman, What Quarry.
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on Not 22nd to take part in 
the shutdown of Sizewell A and 
nuclear reactor project.
journey (thanks to Robert)
English countryside, we joined

3

* •

SIZEWELL B HO THAHKS
I .

Several members of TANG .and Wrekin Green Party travelled 
down to Sizewiell in Suffolk
a demonstration calling for
for stopping the Sizewell B

After a very pleasant car
through some very.beautiful
about 1500 people in the two mile walk to the power 
station. Sizewell A is situated on the edge of the coast 
along an attractive beach scattered with fishing boats & 
wooden huts. While sitting on the beach and admiring the 
sea view I could1t help but think of the awe-inspiring 
power that, was being generated within the monolithic
looking building behind me and the potential it had for 
bringing death and destruction on -an enormous scale. Even 
though we had a short time at the site due to our long
journey home we felt that our participation in the demo 
was important not only in reaffirming our anti-nuclear 
power committment but in helping to draw public attention 
to the dangers of the current nuclear programme and the 
governments plans to increase nuclear power production as 
represented by the Sizewell B project. w

PWR
Sizewell B is a pressurised water reactor the same type 

which suffered a'partial ’meltdown* at Three Mile Island 
in 1979* "

Last month the recommendations from the 540 day Ion 
. Sizewell public enquiry went to the government and is due 
to be published at any time. This means that the decision 
to go through with the project will be made in the next 
few weeks (with or without parliamentary debate). If 
Sizewell B goes ahead it will mark the expansion of the 
nuclear power programme with its new and potentially more 
dangerous reactor technology. If it does’nt its the
beginning of the end for the nuclear power industry.

• *
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at this stage it’s the quantity that counts.

Friends of the Earth are calling for letter writing 
to M.Ps expressing opposition to Sizewell B. Letters don’t 
have to be brilliantly argued,outstandingly well informed 
or long,

Here are some points worth mentioning
1) It is a Pressurised Water Reactor, the same type as the 
one that suffered a partial meltdown at Three Mile Island 
in 1979* PWRs are more dense, their temperatures rise 
faster when coolant is interupted and there are about 11 
major unsolved safety problems associated with them,
according to the US nuclear regulatory Commission.

■J

2) The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission has also stated 
that there is a 45-50^ likelihood that an American-design
ed PWR will suffer a meltdown WITHIN THE NEXT 20 YEARS.

5) The CEGB has always maintained that nuclear power is 
cheap, and that the whole reason for building Sizewell B 
is to take advantage of this. FOE just commissioned a 
study which found that Sizewell B will lose over £1 
billion in its lifetime.

4) Nuclear power does not really create jobs. It costs 
about £1 million capital investment to create a job in the 
nuclear industry: for the same sum,you could create far 
more jobs in less capital intensive areas such as energy 
conservation or renewables. And of course nuclear power 
creates unemployment amongst coal miners.

5) We don’t need Sizewell B. Nuclear power provides only 
18^ of our total electricity (4% of our total energy),
and we already generate more energy than we need. We have

senough coal, oil and gas for the near future. Conservation
the efficient use of the resources we do have combined 
with an overall energy policy which combines fossil fuels 
with alternatives such as wind, solar, biomass, geothermal 
and tidal energy CAN meet our energy needs. Only £14m
annually is now invested in these alternatives, against 
£300 million for nuclear.
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FOE report on the Sizewell Inquiry
Walt Patterson and Stewart Boyle £4

WHY NOT VISIT YOUR
6909.

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH, (BIRMINGHAM) 54-57 Allison Street,
Digbeth, Birmingham 5.

%

Critical Decision:
by Juliette Majot,
Free if you can arrange to present it to your MP

6) Another line you could take is to ask for reassurance 
about local emergency plans in the event of a major 
disaster at (eg) Berkeley,Oldbury or Trawsfynydd.A 
reactor 100 miles away is a very local issue, and many
M.Ps need to be reminded of this. As the honest answer is 
not reassuring one, you may have to be persistent^

MP: IF YOU NEED MORE INFO TEL 021 6^2

, Pf HUNTERSTON

KEY
'fa Magnox Reactors 
e AG Rs 
$$ Proposed Reactor Sites 
0 Other Nuclear Ph.M 

Areas under survey for 
Nuclear Dumping
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. ADVANCED NOTICE---------------—----------~ --- ———------- ------ --------

Wrekin May Day (liaison) committee has fixed:

May 1st.: Concert in Oakengates Town hall, details
of performers to be announced later:

• • * *
• t •

•»

May 4th.: The May Day march will be in the
Wellington area, precise route not
yet fixed; Main speaker Tam Dalyell M.P; 
(who will also speak at Newtown, Powys
 later that day.) >

r

" I think also deep down somewhere in me, and in all 
men at all times, there is a realization that the 
pattern of violence meeting violence makes no
sense, and that war violates something central in 
the huiwi heart - ’that of God1, as we Quakers 
sometimes say.”

Albert Bigelow

CHRISTMAS VEGAN MEAL

■

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAMPLE MY ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE A VEGAN 
CHRISTMAS DINNER,AND AT THE SAME TIME SWELL TANG FUNDS ?

♦ •

VEGAN MEAL
MONDAY 29th DECEMBER., COLLEGE FARM HOUSE,MILL

LANE WELLINGTON, £2.00 per head.

PLEASE LET ME KNOW BY IOth DECEMBER. AT THE LATEST
TEL 6ij-lfc52
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RESEARCH
It is known that research into microwave 

radiation as an anti-personnel weapon has been 
under way in the U.S. for some years. 
Permitted levels of this type of radiation are 

.10,000 times higher in the' U.K.
in the Soviet Union.
taken
results
which
beings
found
transmitting equipment.
that the signals-are pulsed,

p

far higher than the recorded levels.
tend to increase where the women
acti ve
demonstration starts,
the

and U.S.
Measurements have

and tests carried out at Greenham
which are within these limits

are certainly capable of harming
and are ten times higher than

at other military bases with
It is also

indicating peaks
o   . Readings
to increase where the women are most 

eg the camp at Green Gate and when a 
and correspond to where

women say. they have suffered ill-effects.
• • •

over two 
some kind of 
pollution was
mental health, 

is now a certain amount of evidence to 
electromagnetic weapons are 

peace—campers. The
vary on different 
that different types . 
experimented with, 
severe migraines, b 

disturbed menstrual cycles, 
loss of memory, disorientation, 

night in a 
followed by

and water

• •

living at. Greenham have for 
suspected that

electromagnetic/electronic
affecting - their physical and
There 
suggest that
indeed being used against
effects of ’’zapping"
individuals and it may be
of weapon are being
Symptoms reported include
nausea, very
miscarriages,
and waking up at
paralysing terror,
sleeplessness. Food
tested for contamination but none found.

*4►
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Greenham.
Protecti on 
measuring
one
they claimed it was faulty and refused further 
help, 
radi
is
and

The
Board

radiation levels but
instrument which recorded

The .police
certain
'•crowd
The police, of course co-operate

National
was asked

0 »

Long-term effects of microwave and 
o-frequency radiation are not known but it 
thought probable that they cause genetic 
carcinogenic damage to some degree.

in this country have available 
radio frequency weapons marketed for 

control or seige-busting" purposes, 
in security at 

Radiological 
for help in 
af ter 
hi eh.

ifil

help
lending
levels,

Kim Besley is co-ordinating the investigation 
at Greenham and is documenting the health 
problems reported. . Visitors have been 
affected as well as residents at the camps and 
any ill-effects should be noted and reported 
to her at:

• *
*

Inlands House,
Southbourne,

. w • • f.

Emsworth,
Hants,
PO 10 8JH -
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ent. policies in a democratic society#. ...bA

z - z ” 
publicationslltdi & send it to CND Sales 22-24 Underwood St, 
London N1 7J0*

In March 1985 Cathy Mass!ter, a 
former MI5 intelligence officer 
went on tv to blow the whistle 
.on what she thought was improper 
surveillance of CND by. the -v,.?
security forces. She later agreed 
to put this in writing so CND <\ 
could take legal action on her
evidence...• • * e •* *
What she revealed was only the
tip of the icebergs Britain’s
four national intelligence agen
cies and the Special Branch-hold 
four million personal files on 
individuals who; may have done
nothing more subversive than
attend a meeting or a peaceful 
demonstration.

Over the years CND has built up a dossier of events experi
enced by its members which suggests that surveillance is 
happening on a massive scale.
This pamphlet gives first-hand accounts of what it’s like to 
be snooped: on by the security forces. It describes the two 
court, cases CND: is bringing on behalf of its members- one in 
the British High court (which has already taken place), the 
other at the European Court of Human Rights. It sunwarises 
Ms Mass iters evidence. It prof iles the agencies that do the 
snbopin
OFFENCE OF THE REALM will be an eye-opener for those who 
helieve it could: never happen here. And it will be a spur 
to action t® all those who believe that our civil;liberties, 
are worth fighting for, and that we should be free to dissent 
fron govei

w4

5

£1.50 (plus )i8p; postage) Cheques made payable to CND
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AFGHANISTAN AWAR_WITH
'no victory

Seven years ago this Christmas eve, Soviet troops walked 
into Afghanistan* It is not easy to clearly see the causes 
of this, though it is only fair to mention that Western 
powers chiefly America had for a long time pumped'in vast 
amounts of cash to the Mujahedin (the anti-communist, 

bi** 4^^*”

guerrillas) That moreover many (if not most) of the Muja
hedin leaders are powerful heroin traders* Whatever the 
truth of this therewas no justification for invasion*

- • I.«> *

Since December 1979 Soviet forces have met heavy resist
ance from the Mujahedin guerillas based in the mountanous 
areas of the country* With an estimated 115,000 troops

• • %

and modern military technology such as gunships, strike.
aircraft and tanks Soviet forces have failed to take

• * n

control of the country* Only cities and larger villages 
are under their control* The half million Mujahedin say 
they are in control of 80-90% of the land*

* »
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The costs to the Afghan peolple has been high with an 
estimated 500,000 deaths, towns and villages have been
attacked by Russian strike aircraft in an attempt to crush 
resistance* There have been reports of mass executions 

f ‘

of captured partisans taking place* It has been calculated* 
* * V H * * ■ *1 H «

that three million Afghans have taken refuge in Pakistan 
one million in Iran and half a million in Afghanistan

^itself* It is unclear how many Russian soldiers have'* * * •’   • 
been killed estimates are put at between 10-15,000 with 
around 25,000 wounded* With no victory in sight for
either side the war is set to continue and thousands more 
people will die© 0 ;

• * •

* • - »

Within the Soviet Union the Afghan war has become,un-
. popular (if It was ever not so )• The horrific figures of 
World War Two c.asulties (20 million) are still very much 
a part of the collective memory of the Soviet people* •

‘ . 4**^ V ■ > ’

'■. - ' ' ' ‘ - * ................................................. '

. f*

* “ • i I ,

Footnote * These Are Western figures, and we should add 
that not merely Russia but also Benazir Bhutto claim that 
there are more Pakistani refugees in Afghanistan than
viceverse*



There is growing resentment of the fact that young 
conscripts are being sent to fight and die in a far away 
country in a war that has little or no strategic import
ance* The official line that the Soviet Union is giving 
’’International and brotherly help” to the Afghan people 
no longer bears weight, when it is clear from the heavy 
casulties that there are no grateful masses and the
brotherly help has been met by general hatred and total 
resistance. It is doubtful that the sort of public protest 
that played a major part in halting the US involvement 
in Vietnam will ever be allowed to arise in the Soviet
Union, but acts of open resistance have been reported in 
some areas. It is quite clear that the Soviet authorities 
cannot afford to ignore the signs, of anti-war sentiment 
among the population. With the drain on the Soviet 
economy, the strain it has caused on East/West relations 
and relations with China, Moslem countries and Third 
World countries the Afghan war has inflicted a deep and 
bleeding wound on the Soviet Union.

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has already indicated 
that he would like to see a Soviet withdrawal from 
Afghanistan, in a proposal put forward in July this year 
it was agreed that 6,000 troops would be withdrawn from 
the country by the end of the year. Whether this was an 
attempt to quell protest on the domestic front or merely 
for western consumption or a genuine attempt to begin 
withdrawal from Afghanistan is unclear, but it clearly 
illustrates Soviet sensitivity to adverse world opinion.

The peace movement has always condemned the invasion of 
Afghanistan from the beginning, But I believe it must ■' . 
now become more involved in the issue. The intervention-
ary policies of both the US and USSR must be met head on.
The continuation of such policies will in the end result ' * * ’ '** ** * ' * T
in the nuclear conflict we seek to prvent. .

I.

Since the 1985 European Nuclear Disarmament Convention 
in Amsterdam,sections of the peace movement have begun 
working together with the Afghan Solidarity Committee
to develop a workable strategy. The most’recent ideas
put forward by Jan Ter Laak General Secretary of Pax
Christi/Netherlands is the formation of an Afghanistan
Peace Committee.
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West European peace movement representatives
should visit Peshawar,Pakistan and Afghanistan

.j . r- • * e • • •; • •- » . 7 ? * f y **•”’ • • .

Afghanistans should be invited to Western .Furore. 

Another workshop on Afghanistan should be
Organised, at 'the
Great

•• Z ■* • *S •, •- / *—* 5
•9 ?■ t

•• . •.

•*

Afghanistan
bilateral

• ••• ’ * I

During meetings with the Soviet E

M

2.

3.
next E.N.D. conference in

Britain . Afghani guests should he-present.
. . . . . ‘ 1 • ’• j r:- ,

<
" * » • «

• . - •- - *
. • • \ •• • > ; . • ’ •

should be included in the agenda of '
meetings with the Soviet Peace Committea/

v..» • >

West Midlands CND
54 Allison Street
Birmingham B5 5TH

Or from:
. . • i i *

Birmingham Town Hall

rV*-' *

* : a
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3947 (between 6pm«8pm)
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more details contact Trudi
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BROOKLANDS ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUP
SATURDAY JANUARY 3rd • 
STOKE SAY ROAD, WELLINGTON ♦

♦



Wed Dec
4

6 thSat Dec

*

Dec 7th

z

Dec

Dec

4

■ w00 I
Mon. Dec 29th

0

Sat.

□lain Reaction meeting. 7, Burton 
Close, dawley, Telford.. 7• 50p.m.

Brooklands,Anti-Nuclear Group
Social. £1.00. More details contact
Trudi 5947 (between 6pm-8pm)

Wed. 17 th.*•••••••

TANG meeting. 16,Linley Drive,
Stirchley, Telford. 7.50 p.m.
ALL WELCOME.

5rd.

Sat. Jan 5rd.••••«•«**•

Practice session for TANGs Christ
mas Carols. 15, Fellows Close,
Little Dawley. 5*50p.m. Mince Pies 
provided. ALL VERY WELCOME.

Sun.

»

I

♦

Vegan Christmas dinner. College
Farm House Mill Lane, Wellington. 
7.50 p.m. SEE NEWSLETTER.

TANG car©! singing in Anstice Sq
Madeley 10.50a.m. ALL TOY WELCOME.

5

20th.•*•«••••

SATURDAY DECEMBER 20th 7*50 p.m. £2.00 waged
£1.00 unwaged

16, Linley Drive, Stirchley, Telford.

H

r. ».

TELFORD ANTI-NUCLEAR . GROUP
- CHRISTMAS SOCIAL

Phoenix Christmas Market & craft 
Fair. 40 stalls including TANG
stall. 11.00am - 4p.m. Admission 20p
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‘It could be for non-payment of bills, for fault 
tracing, or even something to do with 
obscene calls —no one at the exchange would 
think there was anything strange about it. 
It’s when you find that a whole group of

•• 9

related numbers has been taken out of use 
that you suspect something is wrong.’
Comment from POEU member on denial of seruice in article in Police Review, 
15.2.85

%

Seasons gre^tintjs

best wishes*jar
aJ’caaJid New Year

OFFENCE OF' THE REALM
■ <

see newsletter for details
♦

e ’ • *



A Deterrent that Worked?
*

/

Bruce Kent: ‘But in fact Polaris in your scenario* didn’t
work, is that correct?’

• •

• ‘ » 
e •

General Hackett: ‘It did work, yes.’
♦ A

Bruce Kent: ‘It didn’t work because in fact Birmingham z
was destroyed. As a deterrent... ’

General Hackett: ‘It worked all right because it destroyed 
MINSK but...’

Bruce Kent: ‘Subsequently it was used as a weapon of 
battle, it was not an effective deterrent. Is 
that correct?’

4

General Hackett: ‘Its possession was, I suppose, ineffective as 
a deterrent, but it was effective as a

• s

retaliatory measure. And if they’d done 
their sums correctly, they wouldn’t have 
made their fatal mistake.’
I i > -

v

Channel 4 Debate:
Unilateral Nuclear Disarmament

-29 May 1983,
,4 . X «

:: In Genera! Hackett’s book The Third World War
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’’When you pacifists are doing the sort of work 
you have taken on, essentially an Apostolic 
work, you may have to meet the fact that your 
work will be apparently worthless and achieve 
no results at all, if not results opposite 
to what you expect. As you get used to this
idea, you start more to concentrate
not on the results but on the value, the right
ness, the truth of the work itself.”

THOMAS MERTON
‘>’*|^ *yK
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CAROL SINGING
• •

••

DECEMBER 
20th

♦

• •

Telford Anti-Nuclear Group will be carol singing in the 
Anstice Square Madeley on December 20th 10.50 a.m. We
will be using songs from the Anti-nuclear song book set
to traditional carol music. WHY NOT JOIN US.

PRACTICE SESSION

• •

* *

VT*» will be holding a practice session for the carols on 
Sunday December 7th at 15> Fellows 010864 Little Dawley.
5.50 p.m. Minco Pies will be provided. All VERY WELCOME.
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PHOENIX
CHRISTMAS MARKET

*

Telford Anti-Nuclear Group will have a stall at the
Phoenix Christmas Market & Craft Fair on Saturday Dec 6th,

litandWe will be. selling CND Christmas Cards, badges
also have a raffle and cake stall, WHY NOT VISITWe will

The Phoenix Christmas Market is the biggest of kind
in Shropshire and is well worth a visit.
Phoenix Centre, Manor Road, Dawley, Telford.

*S»
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CND's Anti-Racist Working Group is launching a 
quarterly newsletter this autumn. The first issue looks at 
many issues including the lessons of Chernobyl, uranium 
mining in illegally occupied Namibia as well as black peo
ple's perspectives of peace.

The Working Group was set up to look at racism both in
side and outside CND as well as the wider peace move
ment and how the connections can be made. The Working 
Group has representatives on other CND Committees and 
aims to include an anti-racist perspective in all areas of 
campaigning.

The group would welcome input from other areas of the 
Campaign including local CND groups. For further 
information or copies of the newsletter, please write to 
Sarah Sawyerr, Secretary at 22-24 Underwood Street, 
London NljfJG.

V *

Martin Luther King said-.
’’One may we I I ask: ’How can you advocate 
breaking some laws and obeying others?'
The answer Iles in the fact that there A
are two types of laws: Just and unjust. 

- I woul.d be .the first to advocate obeying 
just laws. One has not only a legal 
but* a moral responsibility to obey
just laws. Conversely,one has a moral 
responsibility to disobey unjust laws.

-from "Letter from
BIrminqham
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TELPORD
• • ’

*

►

»

••

• • 

♦ *

DECEMBER 20 th

ANTI-NUCLEAR
to •

GROUP

CHRISTMAS

SOCIAL

• • • s
• ••

• • •

Why not join us in celebrating this festive season at the

A

*

>

TANG Christinas Social on Saturday December 20th at 16,
Linley Drive, Stirchley. 7»30p.m.

%

£2.00 Waged • * -
£1.00 unwaged
FOOD AND DRINK CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOME.
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SUPERPOWERS ARE EQUAL
We are forever being told that the USA needs more

nuclear weapons in order to’catch up’with the Soviet 
arsenal. Indeed, this argument is commonly used as a 
justification for more weapons of all kinds.

This is not true, particularly for strategic or long 
range missiles. The annual assessment of the military 
Balance 1986-87 by the International Institute for
Strategic Studies concludes:

• •

V

’’Overall we judge the US and Soviet strategic 
forces are in rough balance. The data does not support 
the cotention that the US forces are inferior to those 
of the USSR.”

• • »* - ■

X,]

• • • •

The institute-highly regarded by the military for its 
accurate information-says that the Soviets have more 
nuclear missiles,but the Americans have more nuclear
warheads.' .

Perhaps it was this realisation .of near-parity that
provided the basis for the radical - agreement. - that never- 
was in Iceland between Reagan and Gorbachev ?

# * * •

•• * • *-* • . ’
• 4 • i

’ • • ..1-; • •. . • ; .

TANG would like to see pro-nuclear groups (Peace through
NATO for example) emphasising this strategic balance and 
cmapaigning for lower levels of parity.

I

sane QUft

«



GREENHAM

I

\

CRUISE RESISTANCE
r

< • • • u ► • * *
A ’ • * ’ . . ’ ’

• * ♦ :
• * J
>>

12, 13 & 14th DECEMBER

It’s now FIVE years since the peace camp at Greenham was 
set up,
Thousands of women have been constantly active in those 

years in the struggle to bring about nuclear disarmament 
close US bases here and send crusie missiles back to the 
United States,

They have not been deterred or lost heart in spite of 
bailiffs, by-laws, bad media or blizzards 112

THSffi WILL BE A 24 HOUR ACTION AT GREENHAM STARTING AT 
MIDBAY, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1Jth.

* Bring ideas for actions, stunts, vigils and the materials 
to make them happen(paper, cloth, paint, candles, balloons

* .Be ready to camp and come self sufficient in wood., water,
clothes, food - ' * • :

* Plan to come in a group if possible
* If you can, arrive on Friday and stay the whole weekend . 

There will be a good creche at ORANGE GATE. There will also 
be facilities for disabled 'women ( a marquee to sleep in, 
special toilets). Legal briefing available.

FUNDS - cash is needed for publicity, disabled facilities 
ahd general expenses. Please help with donations. Cheques 
payable to ‘Greenham December Action®,,c/o Lynette R, 10, 
Northcote Road, Southsea, Portsmouth,Hants.

- •;
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NUCLEAR GROUP

If ticked
"• f -».-*•••

s

Date
% •

I •

Telford*^.send subscriptions payable 
Nuclear Group.to

• ■: 

I

TELFORD

•»

4

. t
.« • z ——

’ ■ * • r 
* »

f

I would
my subscription; £3.00 waged *

£1.50 unwaged '
I understand I will now be put on the mailing 
list for ’Chain Reaction’, the newsletter of 
TANG. -■ ' "• . ’

TEL.

t •. i • •

like to join TANG. Please find enclosed

BLOCK LEITERS PLEASE
4_ • '

NAME....... . ‘

ADDRESS........

♦ » -
G' '

subsciption due
• • * -■* - ‘ . •-«* • »
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